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STATE REGULATORY AGENCIES CAUSE 
PROBLEMS FOR MONTANA INDUSTRIES
MISSOULA—
Officials of resource-based industries in Montana reported in a recent 
survey that they had encountered problems with state regulatory activities 
and said the most important consequences of those difficulties were increased 
or unnecessary costs, time delays, and uncertainty, according to a University 
vof Montana economist.
Maxine C. Johnson, director of the Bureau of Business and Economic 
Research at the University of Montana, presented the results of an attitudes 
survey dealing with state regulatory activities in the winter issue of the 
Montana Business Quarterly. The survey, conducted by BBER in July and August 
1980, was requested by the Montana Environmental Quality Council.
Johnson said 117 questionnaires were mailed to non-farm natural resource 
firms either doing business in the state or in the process of establishing 
operations. Of those, 67 were returned as usable responses.
All but two of the respondent firms indicated they had dealt with some 
state agency which administers state regulations in Montana since Jan. 1, 1979. 
Johnson said 39 of these firms said they had experienced difficulties comply­
ing with the regulations administered by those agencies.
The largest group of problems reported related to the regulations them­
selves, Johnson said. Respondents described regulatory activities as am-
(over)
REGULATORY" —  add one
biguous, unrealistic, or unreasonable. Agency personnel were described by 
some respondents as not helpful, inflexible, inconsistent, or not qualified.
And time delay "was the single difficulty mentioned most often," Johnson 
said.
Survey respondents were also asked to describe helpful actions by state 
agencies which helped their firms meet state regulations. Twenty-seven of 
the 67 respondents cited examples of helpfulness on the part of the state 
agencies. Johnson said almost two-thirds of the responses simply mentioned 
cooperative attitudes, including the provision of useful information regarding 
regulations and suggestions for compliance.
When asked to suggest recommendations for improving state regulations 
and procedures in Montana, Johnson said the respondents suggested that the 
regulations be streamlined, made more practical, designed to concentrate on 
real issues, or tailored to Montana.
Johnson said the concern for time delays again was evident in recommendations 
for shortening the processing time on applications, better coordination among 
state agencies, and a few recommendations for a one-stop permit process.
Copies of the Montana Business Quarterly are available from the Bureau 
of Business and Economic Research, University of Montana, Missoula, 59812.
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